
We design, manufacture and supply passive components for fiber networks. Everything we do at PLP CZECH 
REPUBLIC (MICOS) is designed to provide efficient, simple and innovated solutions to solve complicated tasks. 
We take extra care and steps to ensure our certified products with advanced functionality and new features 
are easy for our customers to use.

Our production facilities utilise the latest technologies and equipment for metal and plastics processing. We 
manufacture Fiber Distribution Products and Data Cabinets and offer a range of extended assembly services. 
We hold accreditations for ISO 9001, ISO 14001 and ISO 45001.

Our portfolio contains more than 1,000 items. We strive to fully optimize solutions to meet the high standards 
of our global customers’ expectations. The Fiber Distribution Products and Data Cabinets are manufactured in 
the European Union.

Our products are used extensively in the many FTTx scenarios – externally / internally and for business or 
residential scenarios. We provide a complete FTTx solution portfolio including Fiber Access Terminal Boxes, 
Fiber Optic Boxes, Fiber Distribution Hubs, Fiber Optic Closures, Fiber Optic Patch Panels, Fiber High Density 
Cabinets and Data Cabinets. We’ve also created the unique FibeRoad™ System, which can be used across all 
points of optical networks from small closures to large cabinets and will make deployment and maintenance 
a routine rather than challenge.

We aspire to see these products in use worldwide and currently supply them to over 70 countries. That’s 
something that we are incredibly proud of, and we take aim to build on that moving forward.

The company was founded as Micos Telcom in 1990. In 2019, it has become a part of the Preformed Line 
Products (PLP) company, a worldwide designer, manufacturer and supplier of fiber optic closures 
(COYOTE®), high-speed cross-connect devices and high-quality cable anchoring / control hardware, 
established in 1947.

We and PLP have strengthened our position as one of the world’s leading suppliers of passive 
components for fiber networks and critical infrastructure.

Since 2020, we’ve developed and implemented a long-standing Center of Excellence 
for telecommunications and FTTx optical networks. Our customers benefit from our 
significant research and development in conjunction with our own production 
facilities. We utilise our considerable cross-discipline technical expertise 
and resources to offer special and completely new technical solutions 
according to our customers’ requirements – from product development 
and prototyping to testing and putting into operation.

We’ve 18 workplaces with the highest cleanliness requirements, 
final inspection of quality and complex solutions for our 
customers’ projects. Thanks to this service, our customers 
gain a couple of advantages – time and cost savings, 
elimination of mistakes and increased quality.

ABOUT PLP CZECH REPUBLIC (MICOS)
Our vision: The Connection You Can Count On.





PRESS RELEASE

We would like to inform you that we are changing our brand identity after becoming part of Preformed 
Line Products (PLP) global group with the headquarters in Cleveland, USA. The new PLP CZECH REPUBLIC 
(MICOS) identity takes effect immediately and from 2024 on we will only bear the global name PLP CZECH 
REPUBLIC. It is a follow-up to the acquisition in 2019 responding to the needs for a unified communication 
style on the global market.

„During 2022, we carefully analyzed the global market trends and the needs to fulfill our business and mar-
keting goals. Based on a careful evaluation, we decided to change our corporate identity to the PLP brand,” 
said Jiří Novák, EMEA Sales Director of MICOS TELCOM. "This step also results from the decision to boost the 
Czech production of COYOTE® fiber optic closures imported from the USA. It will guarantee our customers 
higher availability and flexibility of order fulfillment and enable us to achieve a significant reduction of the 
carbon footprint of our business within the entire EMEA region (Europe – Middle East – Africa).“

The identity changeover is not going to affect the official name registered in the business register this 
year. Until the end of 2023, the company name will remain MICOS TELCOM and the global PLP brand name 
will be graphically attached to "MICOS" ensuring smooth and clear changeover to the PLP identity for the 
customers.




